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The Market and The Mines
A large array of nice mathematical question?

Is opened up by the latest Colorado dividend and
' its effect on the stock market. What, for instance,

i would have been the result of a dividend
, if a dividend was followed by a drop of
I 5 cents in the price of the share? And if a 12- -

f cent dividend brought a decline would a 6- -

cent dividend have called for half the drop, 2

cents, or for the loss of 10 cents? The more one
sees of dividends the more uncertain he becomes

I as to their real relationship to the internal econ- -

omy of the exchange, and the more he doubts the
' beautiful tradition that a big arl well earned
, , v dividend is the advance agent of a corresponding

rise in the market value of the share affected. In
I the present case the spectator is Impelled to ask:
i "What do those Colorado stockholders want?"
1 "What have they been raised upon that $120,000
ij should leave a bad taste In their mouths?" Would

they have been satisfied If they had been handed
I 50 cents a share on a diamond studded gold plat--

' ler, or would they have grumbled because the
platter did not have theii? monograms upon it?

I j & &
While experience has shown that it is not safe

r to accept the theory that dividends bring higher
prices one cannot safely jump to the opposite

,
' conclusion that stockholders are ungrateful brutes

and that a dividend Is always the precursor of
n falling prices. The market responded readily

; enough to Uncle Sam Con.'s declaration
'

( and the initial dividend of the Utah Copper com- -

j pany tickled the New Yorkers so much that they
railroad stock to buy the copper shares. Not

many a year has more effective missionary(for been done in behalf of the mining industry
the benighted easterners than the propa- -

lg: ganda of the deed carried on by President Mac- -

ji Neill's organization. No one forgets the snubs
If. it received when it first elbowed its way into the
ik New York exchange. Railroads were the aristo- -

j' crats then, industrials had just "arrived" and
mines were regarded as upstarts. Much of the

'' gliding has since been rubbed off the railroads,
' the industrials have been shown to possess no

grandfathers and the mining stocks have gained
steadily in repute.

'
Utah Copper is especially fitted to overcome

y the ingrained prejudices of the conservative
against mining investments. In many respects

!j it is more like a manufacturing enterprise than
an ordinary mine. Chance has become a negll-- ,

giblo quantity in its operations. It pro luces a
I hundred pounds of copper as the sugar trust pro- -

duces a hundred 'pounds of sugar or the tobacco
trust a hundred pounds of tobacco. Costs can be
estimated months in advance with the certainty
of any 'other business. The output can be ac-

curately regulated to the demands of trade. When
t the company estimates its annual earnings at
J close to $200,000 the estimate is no mere guess,
'j but a well-founde- d business calculation contingent
I only upon the price of copper in the markets of
; the world. Another feature of this Bingham en- -

, terprise that appeals powerfully to the eastern
. capitalist is the largo surface equipment. Your

t tenderfoot thinks indifferently of millions Invest
j-- ed In drifts, crosscuts, stopes and blocked ore,

? but he is properly impressed by steam shovels,
railroad tracks, huge concentration mills and
power houses. The bulk of the capital Invested

j by the Utah Copper has been put into the tang'i- -

c' ble form that strikes the eye as well as the im--

'j agination. Business men are still further at--
A tracted by the system of comprehensive quarterly
jj reports the Utah Copper has begun to put out.! They are as clear as a bank statement and much
l eaBier to understand than the average railroad

report.

Through a favorable combination of circum-
stances nd the ability of the management to
take advantage of them, the Utah Copper has
reached the goal of its ambitions ahead of other
Bingham companies, all following the same gen-

eral line of development. Its assured position in
the east will be the best possible introduction for
its belated neighbors, especially as the belief
that the days of Michigan and Montana as low
cost copper producers are nearly over, is fast be-

coming a conviction. As the idea that copper is
destined to be a manufactured product like ce-

ment and aluminum, soaks into the brains of in-

vestors Utah and Nevada will distance all rivals.

Heinze has been heard from! Touched by the
concern of the west over his disappearance as
voiced in this column, he has allowed, himself to
be Interviewed. The interview Is an interview of
Boston, but the language is the language of
Heinze. He denies that he has sold his Ohio
Copper birthright for a mess of jack potage. He
Intimates, which would be directly to the con-
trary, that it happened to be his deal. It is plain
enough from the statement, as it appears in Bos-

ton, that money has been realized on the Ohio
bond issue not two million, but enough to meet
the present necessities of the company. Of
course we are glad to know that Mr. Heinze is
well. We would like to see him in Utah, but
then he might be In a worse place than Boston
New York for instance.
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Few items of the week have aroused more in-

terest than the announcement that Jesse Knight
and David Evans had acquired a vast section of
country west, southwest and northwest of the
Horn Silver in Beaver county. The ground is of
little value for the raising of potatoes and it must
therefore be assumed that the purchasers intend
to dig into it for mineral. Mr. Knight admits that
he has not prospected the territory very diligent-
ly. He did not buy it because of its mineral show-
ing. The fact seems to be that he has got rich
enough so that he feels he can afford the diver- -

-

sion which appeals to many other successful min-

ing men the exploitation of his theories of min-

eral deposition. This was the amusement that
lightened the last years of W. S. Stratton's life.
He had a very elaborate theory of the vein for-

mation of the Cripple Creek district and when
his income grew larger than he could spend in
other ways he set about the demonstration of his
hypothesis. How did it turn out? Well, nobody
seems to know much about that, but it made lots
of fun for Stratton and work for lots of miners.

If Salt Lake could wrest the headquarters of

the American Mining Congress from Denver tfie
victory would delight the local mining men out
of all proportion to the material value of the
booty. Rightly or wrongly Salt Lake has always
felt that Denver gained the decision at Portland,
Oregon, by hitting below the belt. Hence there
has been smouldering resentment and a constant
longing for We are likely to get
tho revenge whether we get the headquarters or
not. Messrs. Newhouse and Jackllng have man-

oeuvred the Denverltes into a position where they
must surrender or face the horrible alternative
of putting up some real money.

BELINDA.

Belinda's hair is bright as gold,
A perfect pleasure to behold,

It's curled and waved and puffed and rolled
(I wonder is it genuine?)

s

Belinda's form is neat and trim,
And ndt too stout and not too slim,
'Twould e'en attract a gorgon grim

(I wonder is it genuine?)

The income I receive each year
Is very large. Belinda dear j

Declares her love Is quite sincere.
(I wonder is it genuine?)

The Skeptic.
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When a High
Class Commodity

is advertised, quality of circulation in the advertising
medium is the first thing to be considered.

Therefore we must look for a publication that goes
to the spenders and the masses as well; a publication read
by particular, discriminating people ; a publication with
Class, Character and Individuality stamped on every page,
in editorial, fiction, press and advertising columns; a
publication that carries Prestige.

Such a publication is

(goototn OTeefelp
catering to and exclusively covering the field in the great
inter-mounta-in west.

Now, if you are selling high-cla- ss goods and you
want the patronage rf this class of people do you know
of anything that will appeal to them more quickly or
forcibly than a striking, virile advertisement in (Soobtuilt'tf
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